Dedicated with love to Courtney Koninewall

I WANT A HIPPOPOTAMUS FOR CHRISTMAS
For 3-Part Mixed voices, accompanied*
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Bright and bouncy (d = ca. 108)
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ACCOMP.

Not a lion,
Not a tortoise,
Spoken mf

Spoken mf

Not a tiger,
Not a porpoise,
Spoken mf

Spoken mf

not a bear or a kangaroo,
and a zebra would never do.

*Available separately: 2-Part – 35028546; StudioTrax CD – 35028548
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or a monkey, no, they would never do!
or a beagle, just one thing at the zoo!

Donkey, no, they would never do!
Eagle, just one thing at the zoo!

I want a hippopotamus for Christmas.
I want a hippopotamus for Christmas.